Ancient Maya Astronomical Tables from Xultun, Guatemala
William A. Saturno, 1 * David Stuart, 2 Anthony F. Aveni, 3 Franco Rossi 4 Maya astronomical tables are recognized in bark-paper books from the Late Postclassic period (1300 to 1521 C.E.), but Classic period (200 to 900 C.E.) precursors have not been found. In 2011, a small painted room was excavated at the extensive ancient Maya ruins of Xultun, Guatemala, dating to the early 9th century C.E. The walls and ceiling of the room are painted with several human figures. Two walls also display a large number of delicate black, red, and incised hieroglyphs. Many of these hieroglyphs are calendrical in nature and relate astronomical computations, including at least two tables concerning the movement of the Moon, and perhaps Mars and Venus. These apparently represent early astronomical tables and may shed light on the later books.
T he Maya have long been noted for their astronomical proficiency, believed by many to be on par with that of the cultures of the ancient Middle East. Most of what we know about Maya astronomical methodology, and the precision of their understanding of the movement of the Sun, Moon, and planets, comes from studies of the codices, painted bark paper documents dated to a century or two before Spanish contact. Here we report on a source several centuries earlier, a wall painting accompanied by a numerical table and a series of long numbers that appear to have functioned like those found in astronomical tables in the codices.
Though systematic archaeological investigations began only in 2008 (1), the Maya ruins of Xultun, Guatemala, were first reported in 1915 (2) . Despite formal scientific expeditions to map and record the site's monuments in the 1920s (2) and again in the 1970s (3, 4) , illicit excavations have left the largest mark on the site. In March 2010, Maxwell Chamberlain identified the presence of a heavily eroded mural painting on the west wall of a small masonry-vaulted structure exposed by looting (5). The structure (Fig. 1) , designated 10K-2, is located within a residential compound and was modified by the Maya over several construction phases. The most recent of these phases saw the room filled with rubble and earth, and the final phase built over it, effectively preserving its interior paintings. The looters' excavation broke through this final-phase veneer and exposed the southernmost portion of the room's west wall. They later abandoned their excavation, and the exposed painting began to weather.
We continued excavating this structure in 2010 and 2011, revealing that three of the structure's interior walls (west, north, and east), as well as its vaulted ceiling, were once covered by mural paintings. The fourth (south) wall consisted mainly of a doorway, with the remainder destroyed by the looters. The state of preservation of the murals varies considerably, owing to the damaging effects of water, roots, and insects. The east wall, located closest to the exterior surface of the covering mound, has eroded the most.
The paintings on the east wall include a large number of small, delicately painted hieroglyphs, rendered in a variety of sizes and in black or red line near the two (possibly three) seated figures that once dominated the imagery. Thin coats of plaster were reapplied over existing texts to provide a clean slate for others. Still other texts are incised into the plaster surface. Given their arrangement around and on the figural painting and earlier texts, as well as the variety of sizes and method of execution of the preserved glyphs, there is little doubt that texts were not integral to the original design of the chamber's mural decoration, but were created during the room's continual use.
The remains of many bar-and-dot numbers arranged in vertical columns can be seen along the southern portion of the east wall. Only a handful of legible columns are left ( Fig. 2 and fig. S2 ), but faint remains of other bar-and-dot numbers can be seen, suggesting a lengthy array of columns spanning some 48 cm ( fig. S3 ). The columns contain no more than three numerals, and they resemble calendrical and astronomical tables in the Dresden Codex, an ancient Maya hieroglyphic manuscript composed centuries later (6, 7) .
Visible atop at least five of the columns are individual "Moon" glyphs combined with facial profiles. Enough detail is visible on two of these glyphs to see that they are deities. Elsewhere, similar hieroglyphs are used to record Moon ages in Maya date records-as part of the so-called Lunar Series identified by Teeple (8) . Lunar months, as Teeple showed, are grouped into sets of six, forming the 177-or 178-day Maya lunar "semester" (~29.5 days × 6) (8-10). The presence of these lunar deity heads suggests that the number columns also have a lunar meaning.
The final three number columns are:
Given their similarity to numerical records in the Dresden Codex and other hieroglyphic manuscripts, we take these numbers to represent records of elapsed days using periods of the Long Count calendar. The upper number would therefore represent multiples of the 360-day "tun" unit, the middle number multiples of 20-day units known as the "winal," and the final number would represent units of single days, known as "k'in." These three columns thus represent a progression of everincreasing quantities of days with the last two columns equal to 4606 (12.14.6) and 4784 (13.5.4) days, respectively. The bottommost number of the previous column is eroded, but enough remains to indicate that it must be a number between 7 and 9 (12.5.?), implying that the column's quantity is between 4427 and 4429.
The span between the final two columns is a lunar "semester" of 178 days. Subtracting either 177 or 178 from the penultimate number (4606), we arrive at 4429 (12.5.9) or 4428 (12.5.8) days, both of which fit with what remains of the thirdfrom-last column. In this light, it is reasonable to suggest that the Xultun number array represents a running sequence of consecutive multiples of 177 or 178 with only the last three totals well preserved. The numbers 177 and 178 are important in ancient Maya astronomy. The eclipse tables on pages 51 to 58 of the Dresden Codex are based on these same intervals. The Dresden tables use this basic unit, along with an interspersed correction span of 148 days, or five lunations, to represent patterns in both lunar and solar eclipses (8, 11) . The 4784-day Xultun array represents 162 cumulative 6-month lunations (162 × 29.530589 = 4783.9554), or twice that of the Palenque lunar reckoning system (8) . Moreover, the layout of the Xultun table closely resembles the successive columns of cumulative totals in the Dresden Eclipse Table. However, unlike the Dresden tables, the Xultun array does not seem corrected to correlate with precise eclipse phenomena. It would seem rather to be a simpler tally spanning a period of roughly 13 years. This end point is suggestive, because years and other time periods grouped in thirteens were of deep cosmological significance to the ancient Maya, forming the foundation of their "Grand Long Count" calendar (12) .
Additional similarity between the Xultun paintings and codical tables emerges in the form of an incised "Ring Number" on the east wall ( fig. S5 ). Ring Numbers typically serve to establish the temporal starting points for various tabulations and almanacs, including astronomical tables. The relationship between this Ring Number and the other Xultun texts is at present unclear.
A second array consisting of four columns painted in red is found on the eastern portion of the north wall (Fig. 3 and fig. S4 ). Each column begins with a tzolk'in day station in the uppermost hieroglyph, followed in a vertical line by a series of five numbers, as follows:
Unfortunately, the tzolk'in stations are not all legible. The middle two are fairly clear as 9 K'an and 13 Chikchan, respectively. The day record atop the first column bears the coefficient 1 with what looks to be Kawak or Kaban, and the final column shows a clear Manik' day sign without a legible coefficient.
The columns of five numbers appear at first glance to be Long Count dates, yet they are notat least not in the conventional sense. By their nature, standard Long Count dates reckon elapsed Fig. 2 (16), 9. 9. 16. 0. 0-which may be added to a date prior to the era beginning 13. 0. 0. 0. 0 to reach a date in the historical era-is a whole multiple not only of the 260-day tzolkin, the 365-day haab, and the 584-day Venus canonic synodic cycle, but also of the 18,980-day Calendar Round, the length of the Venus Table  (37,960 days; also a double Calendar Round), and the 2340-day cycle, which commensurates the table with the 9 × 13 = 117-day cycle associated with the nine Lords of the Night (17) . The number 117 is also an approximation to the synodic period of Mercury (115.9 days), for which there is some documented reference in codical texts (18) . The largest common divisor of each of the four Xultun intervals, 56,940, is a whole multiple of both the Calendar Round (3 × 18,980) and the canonic Mars period (73 × 780).
Although the Xultun intervals and the aforementioned submultiples can be generated solely No.
(1) Interval as a consequence of their relationship to the Calendar Round, it is also possible that these long numbers were designed at least in part to serve astronomical ends ( (19) , which corresponds well with the 800 C.E. date for Xultun 10K-2. Codical tables were likely copied and recopied over many generations, with updates, based on observational data, incorporated periodically. Thus, the known Postclassic written documents derived from others of classical origin.
One goal of the Maya calendar keepers, gleaned from studies of the codices, was to seek harmony between sky events and sacred rituals. The Xultun paintings may represent an expression of the same ambition several centuries earlier.
Although the higher multiples in the multiplication table attached to the Dresden Codex Venus Table consist of near whole multiples of important Venus numbers, and the Mars and Eclipse tables exhibit similar properties with respect to Mars and Eclipse periods, respectively, the four (undoubtedly carefully contrived) Xultun numbers may have been devised to create schemes for synchronizing predictable events connected with the movement of Mars, Venus, the Moon, and possibly Mercury. Why these four particular numbers were used, which range in duration from 935 to 6703 years, is uncertain.
Though human portraits adorn most of the interior space, painted when the room was built and decorated in the early 9th century C.E. (texts associated with the main figures of the mural and their actions seem to cluster around 814 C.E.), the smaller, more ephemeral texts represent the continued use and modification of the room up until the time it was intentionally buried. To date, 12 painted or incised texts (not including the presented tables), ranging in length from 5 to 30 glyphs, have been identified. This continued astronomical and calendrical writing is confined to the area along the sunlit portions of east and north walls. These repeatedly replastered sections may have been used as a kind of reference for the preparation of other more permanent or public monuments. The tidy hand-writing on the wall might even have been copied from Classic period screenfold books, the plastered and replastered surfaces reflecting a perpetual negotiation and elaboration in Maya reckonings of time, astronomical cycles, and the written words that conveyed them.
